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Abstract 

The Internet is a place where people tend to access in search of knowledge. An immense 

amount of information is available in many different languages and they can be accessed 

by people irrespective of the location and time. But it has been observed that search 

engines do not always provide relevant answers when searching using a less popular 

language including Sinhala which is one of the native languages of Sri Lanka. Although 

relevant documents are available for the given query, search engines are not able to link 

the queries to the appropriate documents since the query and documents are in two 

different languages. This study focuses on performing Cross Language Information 

Retrieval (CLIR) from Sinhala to English to retrieve relevant web documents. This 

includes determining whether a proper system can be built which could perform such a 

task effectively. To the best of my knowledge, there have been no efforts taken to 

perform CLIR involving Sinhala Language. In addition to the normal procedure of 

retrieving documents, this study checks whether there is a different order of importance 

of the documents when they are translated back to the language of the query. 

 

A word embedding based approach was considered to represent words since they have 

shown to be effective in representing text data. Several translation models were 

employed to obtain the equivalent English query for a given Sinhala query and the 

Linear Transformation combined with the Standard Nearest Neighbour Retrieval 

method has performed well. Among the Re-ranking models used in this study, the LSI 

based re-ranking model was performed well. But re-ranking the documents did not show 

a positive impact.  

 

A brief user-based evaluation was performed and the results showed that it is possible 

to perform Sinhala to English CLIR using a word embedding based approach. 
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Preface 

Translation Models and Re-ranking models have been developed and evaluated to 

determine the best performing models to build a system that could assist people to 

retrieve relevant Sinhala documents from the web. The data to train the word embedding 

model was obtained online and it was preprocessed completely by me. This 

preprocessed data was fed into the FastText model provided by Gensim to obtain the 

Sinhala word embedding model. The English word embedding model used was the 

model provided by FastText. Gensim provides implementations to train a Linear 

Transformation model with both the Standard Nearest Neighbour and Globally 

Corrected Neighbour Retrieval methods. The procedure which uses the orthogonal 

transformation based on Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) was obtained through 

GitHub. The dictionary required to train both these transformations were created by me 

with the help of Google Translate to obtain the translations of Sinhala words. 

 

The required documents for a particular query was obtained using the Google Search 

API. The algorithms to read the content of the retrieved documents and obtain the 

translated documents were created by me where the translations were obtained using 

Google Translate. Once the translated documents are obtained, they were subjected to a 

Re-ranking process. The basic re-rank model was developed by me while the LSI based 

re-rank model was obtained through GitHub. 

 

The queries required for evaluations were obtained by distributing a Google form among 

several people as well as the evaluation process which was conducted that happened 

through Google forms. A rigorous process included analyzing the data obtained which 

was done by me and finally, the decisions were obtained. 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 

1.1 Background to the Research 

A massive amount of knowledge is embedded in the world wide web and people use 

search engines to search for knowledge from the world wide web. It has been reported 

that Google processes 3.5 billion searches per day where 16%-20% of the queries have 

not been searched before [1]. This shows that people are curious about finding 

knowledge and they are satisfied with the knowledge received. 

 

A search engine uses the concept of Information Retrieval (IR) where a query is matched 

against a large number of documents and the relevant results are retrieved. Most IR 

systems are implemented such that the query is matched with the documents written in 

the same language as the query. 

 

There are around 7000 different languages in the world but among them, 23 languages 

account for half the population of the world [2]. Hence, most of the documents available 

on the internet will be in these popular languages. This becomes a problem for people 

who are not familiar with those languages. As a result, they are not able to search the 

internet for knowledge since IR systems, although contains a vast number of documents 

will match the query given in their native language with the limited number of 

documents available in that language. This procedure will not produce appropriate and 

valuable results due to the limitation of resources. This is a problem faced by the people 

of Sri Lanka as well whose native language is Sinhala. 

 

The ample knowledge available online in many different languages should be accessible 

by anyone regardless of their native language or the languages they are familiar with. 

This causes IR systems with the challenge of matching a query given in one language 

with documents in different languages. This gives rise to Cross Language Information 

Retrieval (CLIR) where the query given in one language is matched with documents in 

another language. 
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An issue in CLIR is the ambiguity of queries since they are short and do not provide 

much context for interpreting the query. This causes a reduction in the accuracy of the 

results obtained. This is a problem that should be handled carefully since this is crucial 

in matching the query against the documents. Several techniques have been used to 

tackle the task of matching queries and documents in different languages by translating 

the query to the language of the document, translating the document to the language of 

the query, or translating both the query and document to an intermediary language. The 

pros and cons of each technique will be mentioned in the Literature review section and 

it could be seen that the query translation approach is the popular method due to its 

advantages. Several approaches have been used for query translation such as token to 

token translation using a machine-readable dictionary [3]–[5] employing a Statistical 

Machine Translation [6]–[8] or using corpus-based techniques [9]. 

 

CLIR is a field with a very wide scope as there are numerous languages around the world. 

It has been reported that insufficient attention has been given by the CLIR community 

to solve the Cross Language issue of the world wide web [10]. 

1.2 Research Problem and Research Questions 

1.2.1 Research Problem 

The knowledge embedded in the web is mostly inaccessible to those not fluent in English. 

Non-English users need to be able to search for knowledge in their mother tongue (in 

this case Sinhala) and be able to retrieve the relevant information in that language itself. 

But in the current situation, although people are able to query the web in Sinhala 

Language, it will not provide accurate or relevant results. As a result of this, people do 

not tend to browse the web as well as they are unable to search for what they want. 
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1.2.2 Research Questions 

1. How to convert the Sinhala search query into the equivalent query in English? 

The most common language in browsing the web is English. Querying the web in 

English often produces the best results. So, in CLIR, when another language is used 

to search the web, the best approach is to find the equivalent English query of the 

source query. Several approaches have been used to translate the source query to 

English such as dictionary-based methods, machine translation methods, parallel 

corpora-based methods, and so on. A simple translation is merely not enough to 

extract the meaning of the query. The challenge here is to extract the meaning of the 

source query and find the equivalent English query using a suitable approach. Once 

the equivalent English query is obtained, a simple search would provide good results. 

 

2. How to evaluate and 're-rank' the results returned in order to present the user 

with the most relevant documents? 

The results retrieved using the equivalent English query will be the best results for 

the English query. These results will be translated back to Sinhala before presenting 

it to the user. Once translated, these results might have a different order of 

importance with respect to the Sinhala search query. So, the results should be re-

ranked in order to obtain the most relevant results. 

1.3 Research Aim and Objectives 

1.3.1 Research Aim 

The main aim of the project is to provide the capability for people who are not fluent in 

English to search the web in Sinhala and retrieve the results in that language itself. This 

capability should replicate the behavior of searching the web in English as closely as 

possible. 
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1.3.2 Research Objectives 

• Convert the Sinhala search query into the equivalent query in English 

An approach based on word embeddings will be taken as those have been proven 

to be effective. Using the source word embeddings, a mapping mechanism from 

the source language vector space to the target language vector space should be 

found out to obtain the equivalent target word embeddings and obtain the 

equivalent target query for the given source query. 

 

• Search the web using the equivalent English query 

After obtaining the equivalent target query, the results will be retrieved using the 

Google Search API. 

 

• Translate the results to Sinhala and present it to the user 

The results should be translated back to the language of the source query since 

the users are not fluent in English. 

 

• Re-rank the results returned in order to present the user with the most 

relevant documents 

A Ranking mechanism should be decided in order to Re-Rank the results 

returned to be relevant to the source query. 

 

• Evaluate the usefulness of the process 

The performance of the proposed approaches should be measured by comparing 

it to other well-known models in order to evaluate the usefulness of the process. 

1.4 Justification for the Research 

Extensive research has been conducted in the field of CLIR and Translation. A language 

possesses certain characteristics and each language is different from one another. For 

example, the English language has a “Subject, Verb, Object” structure for sentences 

while the Sinhala language follows a “Subject, Object, Verb” structure. Hence, a well-

performed method for a particular language pair, might not necessarily be good for 

another language pair. To the best of my knowledge, no study has been conducted for 
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the Sinhala to English CLIR. Sinhala is a low resource language. So, finding suitable 

tools and technologies is another challenging task when performing such a study in the 

Sinhala language. 

 

Google Translate is a powerful tool that can be used to achieve multilingual translation. 

It currently supports 104 languages and Sinhala is one of them. But there are certain 

instances where google translate does not provide accurate results. For example, the 

query “සංඛ්යාවක සාධක සසායාගන්සන් සකසේද” when translated using Google 

translate returns “How to find the proof of a number” which is not correct. Also, some 

rare words like “දෑස” are transliterated and google translate returns “Desa” as the result. 

Google Translate has become a very powerful tool to obtain translations but due to the 

examples provided above, it is clear that Google Translate needs improvements as well. 

But the source code for Google translate is not publicly available. As a result, a separate 

model was decided to be created targeting the Sinhala Language which can be improved 

regularly. 

 

Word Embeddings has been a concept that has been used for CLIR and translation tasks 

that have shown good performance for low resource languages as well. This concept can 

be inherited to improve the translation and provide accurate results in CLIR for the 

Sinhala language. 

1.5 Methodology 

To deal with the first research question of obtaining an equivalent English query for the 

given Sinhala query, a translation model will be created. This translation model will 

consist of two major components namely the Projection Component and Retrieval 

Component as shown in Figure 1.1. 
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Several projection mechanisms, as well as several retrieval mechanisms, are available. 

For the projection mechanism, the Linear Transformation proposed by [11] and the 

Orthogonal Transformation using SVD proposed by [12] will be tried. The Linear 

Transformation mechanism will be combined with two Retrieval methods namely the 

Standard Nearest Neighbour Retrieval method and the Globally Corrected Neighbour 

Retrieval method as the retrieval mechanism. The Orthogonal Transformation 

mechanism will be combined with the Standard Nearest Neighbour Retrieval method 

and the Inverted SoftMax method as the retrieval mechanism. Hence, four different 

models will be experimented with, as the Translation model as summarized in Table 1.1. 

 

Table 1.1: Translation Models 

Translation Models 

Retrieval Component 

Standard Nearest 

Neighbour Retrieval 

Globally Corrected 

Neighbour Retrieval 

 

P
ro

je
ct

io
n

 

C
o
m

p
o
n

en
t 

 

Linear 

Transformation 

LT-NN 

Model 

LT-GC 

Model 

Orthogonal 

Transformation 

OT-NN 

Model 

OT-GC 

Model 

 

Once the English query is obtained, the Google Search API will be used to retrieve the 

documents. These documents will be translated back to Sinhala using the Google 

Translate API. 

 

Figure 1.1: Architecture of the translation model 

Projection Component 

Retrieval Component 

Translation Model 

Sinhala Query English Query 
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To deal with the second research question of determining an effect of Re-ranking 

documents before presenting it to the user, a Re-Ranking model will be created. Two 

types of re-ranking models will be considered namely the Basic Model and the Latent 

Semantic Indexing (LSI) based Model. The task of the Re-ranking model is to take the 

set of translated documents and rank them according to the model’s criteria. The 

functionality of the Re-Ranking model indicating the Input and Output is shown in 

Figure 1.2. 

 

 

 

 

A user-based evaluation system will be carried out to evaluate the different models. 

1.6 Delimitations of Scope 

1.6.1 In Scope 

The following will be covered under the scope of the project. 

 

• Only Sinhala language queries will be considered 

Cross Language Information Retrieval mainly involves two languages. Since this 

project is done in a Sri Lankan context and the main language of Sri Lanka is 

Sinhala, it was decided to provide the ability to search the web using Sinhala 

queries. 

 

• Only existing web documents will be considered 

Multimedia such as images and videos will not be considered when retrieving 

results. This is because the re-ranking models are based on the text content of 

the result. 

 

Figure 1.2: Functionality of the re-ranking model 

Re-Ranking Model List of Documents Ranking of Documents 
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1.6.2 Out Scope 

The following will not be covered under the scope of the project. 

 

• Information extraction aspect will not be considered 

When the query contains a question statement, normally google provides a 

summarized answer to the query using information extraction. This project will 

not try to emulate this step but will only focus on retrieving the relevant 

documents. 

 

• Queries with Named Entities will not be handled 

Named Entity Recognition is a problem in NLP application and since there are 

not NER for Sinhala language, queries containing them won’t be used. 

 

• Queries requesting location-specific information will not be considered 

When browsing Google, Google is able to capture a lot of information including 

location about the person browsing the web and will return results specific to 

that location. In this study, since we will be using the Google Translate API, it 

is difficult to replicate the browser behavior. 

 

• Queries related to Technical Domain will not be considered 

The technical domain consists of specialized terms that are difficult to interpret 

and translate. Hence, this study won’t handle such queries. 

 

1.7 Outline of the Dissertation 

The Introduction chapter comprises of an introduction to the research domain which 

started by explaining the background to the research. Then the research problem was 

explained and research questions were presented. The research aim and objectives, the 

justification for the research, methodology, and delimitations of the scope were also 

discussed in the Introduction chapter. The Literature Review chapter explains the related 

work and the background theories associated with this research mainly discusses topics 

such as Query Translation, WE, and Document Re-Ranking.  
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The justification to use the chosen methodology followed by the design overview has 

been discussed in the Design chapter which concludes by presenting the sources that 

were used to obtain data for the research. The implementation of the models will be 

discussed in the Implementation chapter mainly as two subsections which are obtaining 

the equivalent English query for a given Sinhala query and re-ranking the documents 

with respect to the original query given in Sinhala.  

 

The evaluation which has been conducted in two phases will be discussed in the Results 

and Evaluation chapter, along with the results and analysis of each phase. Finally, in the 

Conclusion chapter, the conclusions about the research questions, conclusions about the 

research problem, research contribution, limitations and future work to be carried out 

will be discussed extensively. 

 

1.8 Summary 

This chapter began by discussing the background to the research domain followed by 

the introduction to the research problem and listed two research questions associated 

with it. The motivation and the need for this research were discussed in the justification 

section thus conforming to the requirement of this research in the field of NLP. The 

research methodology was discussed in the next section followed by the section titled 

outline of the dissertation which has given a brief overview of this thesis. The chapter 

concluded by explaining the delimitations of the scope. 
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Chapter 2 - Literature Review 

2.1 Query Translation 

The main challenge in CLIR is to adopt a mechanism to cross the language barrier to 

match the user query in one language to a set of documents in another language. One 

such mechanism is to transform the query into the language of the documents. This 

process is easy since the size of the query is small but having a small size query 

introduces ambiguity since it does not provide enough context to interpret the query. 

Another approach adopted is to convert the documents to the language of the query. This 

approach reduces ambiguity but translating whole documents is a complicated task [13]. 

A summary of the advantages and disadvantages are shown in Table 2.1. 

 

Table 2.1: Comparison of Query and Document Translation 

Parameter Query Translation Approach Document Translation 

Approach 

Query Length Small Large 

Cost Inexpensive Expensive 

Ambiguity High  Low 

Overhead Low High 

 

As a result of the advantages of the Query Translation approach compared to the 

Document Translation Approach, the query translation approach is mostly used when 

performing CLIR. The main techniques in performing CLIR using the query translation 

approach are the Dictionary based approach as well the employing a Statistical Machine 

Translation based approach. 

 

Dictionary-based approaches have been taken during the early days of handling CLIR 

tasks. This approach translates each source query word to the target query using the 

corresponding dictionary entry. Ambiguity and handling out-of-vocabulary words have 

been shown to cause problems and result in poor retrieval performance. Several 

approaches have been taken to tackle these situations. Using “local feedback” to expand 
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the target query has been shown to improve retrieval performance by reducing ambiguity 

[5]. A transliteration-based approach to handle Out-of-Vocabulary terms has been used 

in [3]. This study tackled the problem of ambiguity by using an iterative PageRank style 

algorithm to disambiguate the translated query words. [4] conducts experiments to 

identify the basic components required to handle the CLIR task using the dictionary-

based method and identifies and presents the issues which could arise when performing 

such a task. 

 

Statistical Machine Translation (SMT) is another approach used widely for CLIR. The 

important component which handles the translation of an SMT system is the statistical 

model whose parameters are learned by analysing a parallel bilingual corpus. 

translations. [6] translates a source query to the target query using a word alignment 

table which was learned using an SMT system with the use of aligned parallel sentences. 

[7] explores several statistical translation models such as context-independent token 

translation, token translation using phrase-dependent contexts, and token translation 

using sentence-dependent contexts. 

2.2 Word Embeddings 

2.2.1 Algorithms 

The introduction of Word2Vec [14] created a massive breakthrough in the area of text 

representation. Word2Vec uses a neural network and is based on computing word 

embedding using a word’s context. There are two approaches used by Word2Vec. The 

continuous-bag-of-words approach predicts the target word given its context while the 

skip-gram approach predicts the context using the target word.  

 

While learning embeddings, Word2Vec does not consider frequent co-occurrence of 

words. For Word2Vec, having some context words appear more often than others carry 

no additional information. Glove [15], an unsupervised algorithm for learning word 

representations considers this frequency of co-occurrences as important and uses this 

data while learning word embeddings. Embeddings created using glove relates directly 

to the probability of word’s co-occurrences in the corpus. 
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A problem in Word2Vec is the inability of generalizing to unknown words. FastText 

[16], [17] was able to overcome this issue. FastText is very similar to Word2Vec but it 

uses part of words and characters when learning word embeddings instead of using 

whole words. As a result of this, FastText is able to provide word embeddings for new 

words if the new word comprises the same characters of known ones. Another advantage 

of FastText is that it requires less training data since much information can be captured 

from a small piece of text. Hence FastText has been able to create word embedding 

models for more languages than other algorithms and these models are publicly available 

[18].  

 

2.2.2 Features and Applications  

Word Embeddings transforms a given word to a vector of real numbers. When a set of 

given words are visualized in a 2-Dimensional space, it can be seen that words with 

similar meanings are grouped together and close to each other. Also, when a set of words 

in two different languages is visualized, it could be observed that they would depict a 

similar arrangement in the space they are embedded in [11]. This feature has been 

exploited when developing Cross Language Word Embedding models to transform a 

word from one language to another [19]. 

 

Word Embedding has been shown to poses the advantage of handling words that are 

either not found in the training corpus or found less frequently [20]. This has caused the 

word embedding to be seen as a powerful tool in handling text data. 

 

Word Embedding has been proven to be useful in tasks such as synonym detection, word 

analogy, and semantic word similarity tasks [15], [21]–[23]. Apart from these, word 

embeddings have been effectively used to tackle some of the main problems in NLP 

such as Named Entity Recognition (NER), Part-Of-Speech (POS) tagging, chunking and 

semantic role labeling [24], [25]. 
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2.2.3 Mapping-Based Cross Language Word Embedding Models 

The mapping-based approaches learn word embeddings using the large monolingual 

corpus. Using the learned embeddings, this attempts to produce a transformation matrix 

with the help of bilingual dictionaries in order to map the embedding of words in the 

source language space to the target language space. The mapping-based approaches 

require word-level aligned parallel data which are available in the form of bilingual 

dictionaries. This is the most popular method in Cross-Lingual Word Embedding models 

due to its simplicity and ease of use as well as since Document aligned comparable 

corpora are not always available especially for low resource languages [26]. 

 

Four different types of mapping methods have been proposed in [26]. 

1. Regression methods adapt a Linear Transformation and attempt to map source 

language words to target language words by maximizing the similarity between 

them. 

2. Orthogonal methods employ a similar approach to the Regression method with 

the constraint that the transformation should be orthogonal. 

3. Canonical methods project the source and language word embeddings to a new 

common space and try to maximize the similarity between them 

4. Margin methods find correct translations and other candidates and try to 

maximize the margin between them. 

 

A very common regression method approach is the Linear Transformation introduced in 

[11]. The geometric arrangements of words and their corresponding translations were 

similar when each of them was visualized in their respective 2-Dimensional space. This 

was the fact which backed up the method of projecting a word in one embedding space 

to another embedding space in order to find the relevant translation. This has used a 

dictionary of 5000 most common words of the source language to learn this projection.  

 

Several improvements of this Linear Transformation have been proposed. [27] proposes 

that the monolingual embeddings should be of unit length. [28] suggests that in order to 

have all the training instances contribute equally to the objective, a length normalization 

step has to be performed.  
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Orthogonal Mapping methods have been proposed to improve on the Regression method 

by suggesting that the transformation should be orthogonal. [12] proposed that this 

Transformation can be learned by employing Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). 

This study has improved the Precision at 1 of the Linear Transformation model 

introduced in [11] from 34% to 43%. Also, it has been shown that among the four types 

of mapping models, the Orthogonal Model is the most commonly adopted method [26]. 

 

2.2.4 Word Embedding Based CLIR 

A novel architecture called BWESG (Bilingual Word Embedding Skip Gram) is 

introduced in [20] which uses a corpus of aligned documents in order to learn word 

embeddings. In the BWESG model, each aligned document pair are merged and the 

words are randomly shuffled to obtain a ‘pseudo-bilingual’ document which is a 

document consisting of words from both source and target languages. Once the pseudo-

bilingual documents for all the document pairs are obtained, they are fed to a skip-gram 

model in order to learn embeddings for words from both the languages which would 

result in embeddings that are shared in a common vector space. Query and document 

vectors are obtained by combining the vectors of individual words comprising the query 

or document. For the Information Retrieval process, the vector for each issued query is 

obtained and the similarity score between the query vector and all the document vectors 

are calculated using the standard cosine similarity measure and the documents are 

ranked in the descending order of the similarity score. 

 

A CLIR approach using the Linear Transformation to translate source queries to target 

queries is discussed in [19]. A monolingual corpus is trained using the Word2Vec tool 

to obtain word embeddings and a linear projection is learned from the source vector 

space to the target vector space. In order to obtain the target query words from the 

projections, several methods have been proposed. These methods include picking the k 

best translations after computing the cosine similarity between the projected word and 

the target words, following the same procedure but assigning weights to query words 

and computing the similarity vector for each query. Dictionary and Google Translate in 

different combinations have also been used with these methods to create hybrid models. 

Named entities are handled using transliterations. The hybrid model that uses both 
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Google Translate and dictionary has been shown to outperform the English monolingual 

baseline by 15%. The approach discussed in this paper paves a good way to perform 

CLIR tasks effectively using the Linear Transformation method. 

 

Another approach for CLIR using Word Embedding has been performed by adopting 

multilingual word clusters to perform query translations [29]. Once multilingual word 

embeddings are obtained in a common space, cosine similarities between word vectors 

are calculated. Then a Graph is created where the vertices represent the words while an 

edge exists between two vertices only if the cosine similarity between the two words 

represented by the vertices is greater than a threshold value of 0.5. Once the Graph is 

constructed, a community detection algorithm called the Louvain algorithm is applied 

to the graph clusters the vertices. The Query translation process occurs in such a way 

that for each word in a query, the cluster it belongs is obtained and the top t English 

words which are most similar to the source query word are extracted. This study also 

has used different combinations of Google Translate and a dictionary along with the 

proposed cluster-based approach to creating hybrid models where the hybrid model 

which consists of the cluster-based approach, dictionary, and Google translate has 

shown to perform well. 

2.3 Document Re-Ranking 

In a search engine, once the relevant documents for a given query are obtained, a re-

ranking mechanism is applied to the documents before presenting them to the user. The 

reason for this is since users very rarely or almost never check the second or beyond 

pages of the results, it is important to present the user with the most relevant and 

important documents as the first few results. Several approaches have been taken to 

address the re-ranking of documents where some approaches look at how important a 

web page is whereas some tries to measure relevance looking at the content of the 

document. Approaches that combine both these methods also have been tried out [30].  

 

PageRank [31] is the approach taken by Google to re-rank its search results. The 

importance of a page is measured by the importance of incoming links to a page. The 

core idea is that if a web page has higher importance incoming links, then the links 
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outgoing from this page will also be important. So, it uses a mechanism of backlinks to 

rank documents such that if a sum of ranks of backlinks of a document is high, then the 

rank of the document is high. This method uses a graph-based structure to calculate the 

ranks. Along with PageRank, Google uses many other factors to present users with the 

most relevant documents. 

 

PageRank divides the rank of a document equally when assigning scores to outgoing 

links. A slight variation to this called the Weighted PageRank where important pages 

are given a higher score is proposed in [32]. The importance of a page is measured by 

the weighted values of incoming and outgoing links. Experiments have been performed 

to compare the PageRank and Weighted PageRank methods based on a relevancy rule 

where the Weighted PageRank method has shown to produce larger relevancy values 

indicating that it performs well than the PageRank method. 

 

Page Content Rank algorithm [33] looks at the content of the document to determine its 

importance. It considers that the importance of a document depends on the importance 

of the terms contained in the documents where the term importance is measured using 

factors such as term frequency and term position in a document. 

 

Another approach that uses the link structure of web pages is the Hyper-Link Induced 

Topic Search (HITS) algorithm [34], [35]. This considers two categories of pages called 

Hubs and Authorities. The algorithm is based on the relationship between the Hubs and 

Authorities. Authorities are the pages that contain relevant information to a query while 

Hubs are the pages that point to many other pages including Authority pages. This 

algorithm assigns two values to a page namely the Hub value which is the value of the 

links to other pages and the Authority value which is the value given depending on the 

content of the page. So, this algorithm does not only consider the link structure but also 

consider the content of documents as well.    

 

A comparison of the Re-Ranking algorithm is shown in Table 2.2 [30]. 
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Table 2.2: Comparison of Page Ranking Algorithms [30] 

Algorithm PageRank Weighted 

PageRank 

Page Content 

Rank 

HITS 

Input Parameters Backlinks Backlinks, 

Forward Links 

Content Backlinks, 

Forward Links, 

Content 

Complexity O(log N) < O(log N) O(m) (m - Total 

Number of 

occurrences of 

query terms) 

O(log N) 

(Higher than 

WPR) 

Relevancy Less Less (Higher than 

PR) 

More More (Less than 

PCR) 

Importance More More Less Less 

Quality of Result Medium Higher than PR Approximately 

equal to WPR 

Less than PR 

 

2.4 Summary 

This chapter mainly focused on giving a thorough review of the literature associated 

with this research. The literature review started by discussing the concept CLIR by 

elaborating on the main challenges and the techniques that were used to overcome those 

challenges. The next section discussed WE by introducing the algorithms used, features 

of WE with their advantages and disadvantages along with the applications of WE, Cross 

Language WE models, and WE based CLIR tasks. The next section concluded the 

chapter by elaborating Document Re-Ranking. 
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Chapter 3 - Design 

3.1 Justification for the Methodology 

Word embedding has shown to perform well on many Natural Language Processing 

tasks including CLIR as mentioned in Section 2.2. Also looking at the various 

advantages of word embeddings, it could be used to extract the meaning of the query in 

order to perform a translation. 

 

The Linear Transformation proposed in [11] is the basic approach that has been used to 

project an embedding to obtain translations. Since there have been no embedding-based 

translations from Sinhala to English language, it would be better to try out a basic model 

to check its performance to handle this translation. The Orthogonal transformation 

method which was decided to use to learn the projection function has a similar approach 

and it has shown to perform well as discussed in the Literature review section. Hence a 

basic model and a well-performed model would be used to handle the Sinhala to English 

translation. 

 

For the Re-ranking process also, a basic model is considered to check the initial effect 

of re-ranking in order to determine any change in the order of importance. Along with 

the basic model, an LSI based model which is a popular topic modeling approach was 

decided to use since it could find the relationship between the original query and the 

translated document and produce relevant results. 

 

Most of the work that address the CLIR task, retrieve documents for a user query from 

a set of available documents. Those work label the available documents as relevant or 

not for user queries prior to retrieving documents. Then they use the Mean Average 

Precision (MAP) as the evaluation metric to measure the performance of the proposed 

methods [19],[29]. 

 

In this approach, since the results are retrieved from the web, it is not possible to label 

the documents. So, a user-based evaluation purpose will be used as suggested in [36].  
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3.2 Design Overview 

Figure 3.1 shows the High-Level Design of the System. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1: High-level design of the system 

The research design consists of two main components.  

1. Translation Model 

2. Re-Ranking Model 

 

Several translation models will be used which was discussed in Section 1.5. Using the 

results of the user evaluation, the best Translation model will be used in the Final System. 

 

Two different Re-Ranking mechanisms will be adapted to handle the Re-Ranking of 

documents and the best model will be decided based on user evaluation. Based on the 

final evaluation, it will be decided whether or not to embed the Re-ranking model in the 

Final System.   
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The research design consists of the following processes. 

1. Obtaining Word Embeddings for the Source and Target Languages  

2. Obtaining the Equivalent English query for a given Sinhala query. This is the 

task of the Translation Model 

3. Retrieving the documents corresponding to the Query 

4. Translating the Documents to the source language. 

5. Re-ranking the documents with respect to the Original query given in Sinhala. 

6. Evaluating the Models using a user-based evaluation process 

 

3.2.1 Obtaining Word Embeddings for the Source and Target 

Languages 

Since the search queries are given in Sinhala, it will be the source language while 

English will be the target language. 

 

A large monolingual corpus is needed to train a good word embedding model. The 

source of the Sinhala corpus which was used to train the Sinhala Word Embedding 

model including its details is given in Section 3.3. This will be the Source embeddings. 

The training procedure is mentioned in Section 4. 

 

The pre-trained English embedding model given by FastText was used as the target 

embeddings. The details of the target embeddings, as well as their specifications, are 

mentioned in Section 3.3. 

 

3.2.2 Obtaining the Equivalent English Query for a Given Sinhala 

Query 

 

Learning the Projection of Word Embeddings from the Source to the Target 

Language Space 

As mentioned in Section 2, a projection can be learned which maps embeddings from 

the source language space to the target language space. The learning procedure of the 

projection function is mentioned in Section 4. 
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Once the projection is learned, a source word can be mapped to the target embedding 

space as follows. 

 

Step 1: Obtain the word embedding corresponding to the given source word 

Step 2: Apply the projection function to the obtained source embedding 

 

This procedure is shown in Figure 3.2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Applying the projection function is the task of the Projection component of the 

Translation model. Its task is to take a source word and project its embedding to the 

target embedding space. 

 

Retrieving the Translation in the Target Language 

Projecting a source word embedding to the target embedding space will not result in a 

translation. It will be just an embedding in the target embedding space. The embeddings 

of the target language will also be in this embedding space around the mapped 

embedding as shown in Figure 3.3. In order to obtain a translation, this projected 

embedding should be linked to an embedding in the target embedding space since they 

are the embedding that represents words in the target language. Once a target embedding 

is linked to the mapped source embedding, the word corresponding to the linked target 

Figure 3.2: Process involved in the projection function 
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embedding can be obtained using the English word embedding model. This will be the 

translation for the given source word. This linking mechanism is known as the Retrieval 

method and as mentioned in Section 1.5, several retrieval methods will be used to 

retrieve translations. Each retrieval method will have a specific criterion to link the 

mapped embedding to a target embedding as described in Section 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Finding the translation using a retrieval method is the task of the Retrieval component 

of the Translation model. This component receives the embedding of the source word 

projected to the target space and it returns a translated word corresponding to the source 

word. 

 

The overall architecture of the Translation Model is shown in Figure 3.4. 

Figure 3.3: Word Embeddings in the target language space 
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Query Translation Process 

  

The query translation process takes place according to the following procedure. 

 

Step 1: The source query is split into a list of words. 

Step 2: Each word is fed into the Translation model and the Target word is obtained. 

Step 3: The set of target words are combined to obtain the target query. 

 

3.2.3 Document Retrieval Process 

Once the source query is translated to the corresponding target query, Google Search 

API will be used to retrieve the relevant documents for the target query. (Refer Appendix 

D.3 for implementation details) 

 

3.2.4 Re-Ranking the Documents with respect to the Original Query 

Given in Sinhala 

The retrieved documents will be in English. In order to perform a re-ranking of the 

documents with respect to the original Sinhala query, these documents should be 

translated to Sinhala. This translation is done using Google Translate. Two models will 

be considered to Re-rank the documents. 

 

Figure 3.4: Overall architecture of the translation model 
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The first model is a basic model that calculates the number of times the terms in a search 

query appear in the document. Then the documents will be ordered in the descending 

order of the value. 

 

The second model will employ the Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) which is a Topic 

Modelling approach to Re-rank the documents. Latent semantic indexing (LSI) is an 

indexing and retrieval method that uses a mathematical technique called singular value 

decomposition (SVD) to identify patterns in the relationships between the terms and 

concepts contained in an unstructured collection of text. The idea behind using the LSI 

model is to find the relationship between the documents and the search query. 

 

The document translation process and the re-ranking are explained further in Section 4. 

 

3.2.5 User Evaluation Process 

As mentioned in Section 1.5, two types of evaluations will be conducted. 

 

Evaluation 1 – Evaluating the performance of the re-ranking models 

The focus of Evaluation 1 is to determine which of the two re-ranking mechanisms is 

performing well on a set of queries as well as determining the effect of re-ranking of 

documents. Hence, three types of models will be considered during this evaluation. The 

Sinhala queries will be translated to English using Google Translate. 

 

Evaluation 1 – Evaluating the performance of the overall models 

The focus of Evaluation 2 will be to determine which overall model performs well. There 

will be 4 or 5 models depending on the results of Evaluation 1. 

 

A detailed explanation of the Evaluation process will be discussed in Section 5. 
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3.3 Data 

Pre-Trained Word Vectors are available for English Languages that were trained 

on Common Crawl and Wikipedia using FastText. These models were trained using 

CBOW with position-weights, in dimension 300, with character n-grams of length 5, a 

window of size 5 and 10 negatives. 

 

The data set used to create word vectors for Sinhala words were obtained from [37]. The 

filtered Sinhala common crawl data set contains 5,178,491 sentences with 110,270,445 

words. 

3.4 Summary 

This chapter mainly explained the design aspects of the research. The justification to 

choose the methodology stated in Section 1.5 was explained in the first section of this 

chapter. Then Design Overview has been explained which gives an idea of the whole 

process which takes place starting from submitting the user query to retrieving the 

documents in the source language. The chapter concluded by discussing the sources 

which were used to obtain data for the research. 
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Chapter 4 - Implementation 

4.1 Obtaining the Equivalent English Query for a Given 

Sinhala Query 

4.1.1 Obtaining Word Embeddings for the Source and Target 

Languages 

Gensim provides the functionality to train word embedding models using the FastText 

algorithm. In order to obtain word embeddings for the Sinhala language, a large dataset 

should be trained using the FastText algorithm. The 100-million-word Sinhala corpus 

mentioned in Section 3.3 was used to create word embeddings for the Sinhala language. 

 

Data Preparation 

The corpus was initially subjected to a mild preprocessing where English characters, 

special characters and numbers were removed. Then it was transformed into a list of 

sentences where each sentence is a list of words. This resulted in a two-dimensional list 

with each element being a word. This is the form that should be fed to the FastText 

algorithm defined in Gensim. It was observed that there were words with some leading 

and trailing punctuation (Eg: බල්ලා “,'බල්ලා). These words had to be subjected to a 

transformation which eliminates these punctuations and results in the pure Sinhala word. 

The following procedure was used to obtain pure Sinhala words. 

 

Step 1: Read the string from the beginning replacing each character by “” (empty) until 

the first Sinhala character was obtained. 

 

Step 2: Once Step 1 was completed (i.e. first Sinhala character at the beginning was 

obtained), read the string from the end replacing each character by “” (empty) until the 

first Sinhala character was obtained. 
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Step 3: Once Step 2 was completed (i.e. first Sinhala character at the end was obtained), 

return the result. 

 

Refer Appendix D.1 for implementation details. 

 

Sinhala Word Embedding Model Creation 

Once this preprocessing and tokenization tasks were completed, the two-dimensional 

list was used to train the Word Embedding model. Only one line of code is required to 

train the model as shown in Figure 4.1. 

Several parameters are required to be given to the model 

sentences: The list of split sentences. 

size: The dimensionality of the embedding vector 

window: The number of context words the model should look at 

min_count: Model ignores the words with a total count less than this number. 

workers: The number of threads being used 

sg: Whether to use skip-gram or CBOW 

 

The functioning of WE Models 

The functioning of the Sinhala WE model was checked using the following tasks and 

the results are shown in Table 4.1. 

1. Finding Similar Words 

2. The similarity between word pairs 

3. Performing vector operations 

4. Finding a word that doesn’t relate when a set of words are given 

 

 

Figure 4.1: Code segment for learning the Word Embedding model  
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Table 4.1: Functioning of the Sinhala WE Model 

Task Example Input Output 

1 දෙක දෙකණ, දෙකහ, දෙකලව 

2 දෙක, තුන 0.66485494 

3 කාන්තාව + රජු - පිරිමියා රජ 

4 බළලා බල්ලා දෙක සිංහයා දෙක 

 

As mentioned in Section 3.3, the Pre-trained model available from FastText was used as 

the English WE model and the Functioning of the English WE model was also checked 

using the tasks mentioned in the above section and the results are shown in Table 4.2. 

 

Table 4.2: Functioning of the English WE Model 

Task Example Input Output 

1 dog dogs, puppy, pup 

2 two three 0.94294167 

3 woman + king – man queen 

4 cat dog two lion two 

 

Since both the Word Embedding models showed decent results, these models were used 

for further processing tasks. 

 

4.1.2 Learning the Projection of Word Embeddings from the Source to 

the Target Language Space 

Linear Transformation proposed in [15] and a method that uses the Orthogonal 

Transformation proposed in [16] was used to learn the Projections. 
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Dictionary Generation 

In order to learn the projection, a Sinhala-English dictionary is required. To obtain the 

dictionary, the most frequent 6500 words of the 100-million-word corpus was obtained. 

These words were translated into English using Google Translate. The 6500 entries and 

their translations were one word each. (Eg: බල්ලා - dog). If a frequent word or its 

translation contained more than one word, they were removed. The reason was that each 

word is mapped to a vector and if an entry has more than one word, a vector calculation 

has to be performed to map that entry to a single vector. For simplicity, entries with 

more than two words were removed. Then it was split with 5000 pairs as the training 

dictionary and 1500 words as the testing dictionary. Both these dictionaries were saved 

as text files. The format of the dictionary should be a list where each entry is a word and 

its corresponding translation. The text file was converted to the list using the Algorithm 

1. (Refer Appendix D.2 for implementation details) 

 

Algorithm 1: Converting Dictionary into a List 

1: procedure dictionary_to_list( dictionary_file ) 

2:     si_words     [ ] 

3:     en_words    [ ] 

4:     file_content    read ( dictionary_file ) 

5:     for word_pair in file_content do 

6:         split_pair    split ( word_pair ) 

7:         if ( length ( split_pair) < 2 ) then 

8:             si_words.add ( split_pair[0] ) 

9:             en_words.add ( split_pair[1] ) 

10:       end if 

11:   end for 

12:   si_en_dict    [ ]  

13:   for si_word, en_word in si_words, en_words do 

14:       si_en_dict.add ( ( si_word, en_word ) ) 

15:   end for 

16:   return si_en_dict 

17: end procedure 
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Gensim library provides a function that performs the Linear Transformation. It requires 

the source and target language word embeddings and a dictionary. The code segment is 

shown in Figure 4.2. 

Once the projection model is trained, it can project embeddings from the Sinhala 

language space to the English language space. Two types of methods were adapted to 

retrieve the correct English translations from the projections with the Linear 

Transformation method. 

 

• Method 1 (LT-NN) - Standard Nearest Neighbor Retrieval method which 

retrieves translations based on cosine similarity. 

• Method 2 - Globally corrected Neighbor Retrieval method which tries to reduce 

the hubness problem. (LT-GC) 

 

Both of these methods were tested using the testing dictionary of 1500 words and their 

performance is reported in Section 5.1. 

 

The implementation of the Orthogonal Transformation using SVD, proposed in [12] is 

also publicly available and it provides a guide to train a translation model using any 

source and target language pairs. The training consists of the steps as shown in Figure 

4.3. 

Figure 4.2: Code segment for learning the translation model  
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This method also proposed two types of translation retrieval methods. 

 

• Method 1 (OT-NN) - Standard Nearest Neighbor Retrieval method which is 

similar to the previous. 

• Method 2 (OT-IS) - Inverted SoftMax function where at test time, the SoftMax 

used for finding the translation of a word is inverted and probability over the 

source words are normalized instead of the target words. Method 2 is also 

proposed as a solution to the Hubness problem. 

 

The performance of these methods is reported in Section 5. 

4.2 Re-Ranking the Documents with respect to the Original 

Query Given in Sinhala 

Once the search query is translated to the equivalent English query, web documents were 

retrieved using the Google Search API. The retrieved results are in JSON format. The 

following steps were performed to Re-rank the documents. 

 

Figure 4.3: Steps involved in training the translation model 
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4.2.1 Web Content Extraction 

The JSON object does not contain the content of the web pages. As a result, the web 

content should be extracted using the URL of the web pages. 

 

The URL should be passed to a request object and using the get() method of the request 

object, the structure of the web pages can be obtained. This result should be passed 

through an HTML parser to remove the HTML content. Beautiful Soup is a python 

library that is able to parse HTML. From the resulting content, all the text elements 

should be extracted. Then the text elements are passed to a function that removes 

unwanted elements such as scripts, document, head, etc. This function returns a list 

which should be converted to a string. Finally, common escape sequences are removed 

and the resulting content is taken as the web document content. 

 

4.2.2 Web Content Translation 

The content extracted in the previous step is in English. This has to be translated into 

Sinhala in order to perform the re-ranking. The extracted content is translated to Sinhala 

using Google Translate.  

 

Google Translate has a restriction on the maximum number of bytes. Only a string of 

5000 bytes can be translated at once using Google translate. Some of the documents 

extracted contained more than 5000 bytes. As a result, the extracted contents should be 

broken down into chunks, translated separately and combine the translated chunks to 

obtain the final translated documents.  

 

4.2.3 Model Application 

Once the translated contents are obtained, the following models will be applied to re-

rank the documents. 
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Basic Model 

The idea of the basic model is to count the number of times the terms in the search query 

appears in the document. To achieve this, the frequency of the unique terms appearing 

in the document should be obtained. Nltk provides the FreqDist() function which 

performs this calculation. FreqDist() uses a tokenized list of words as the input. As a 

result, the translated documents should be tokenized. Then the tokenized content is fed 

to the FreqDist() function which returns the frequency of the terms in the documents.  

Then it is possible to calculate the number of times the search terms appear in the 

documents. Once this calculation is performed, the result should be ordered in the 

descending order of the value. The final result obtained after ordering will be the ranks 

of the documents with respect to the search query in Sinhala using the basic model. 

 

LSI based Model 

An implementation of the LSI model to rank the documents can be found in [38]. This 

implementation was used to rank the translated documents using the LSI model. It takes 

the translated documents as a list and the search query as a string in order to create the 

model which returns the ranked results. The result obtained from the process() function 

of the implementation will be the ranks of the documents with respect to the search query 

in Sinhala using the LSI model. 

 

Refer Appendix D.4 for implementation details. 

4.3 Summary 

This chapter explains the code segments relevant to each step involved in the design 

process. The main two steps are obtaining the equivalent English query for a given 

Sinhala query and Re-ranking the documents with respect to the original Sinhala query. 

Each sub-step involved in these two main steps are explained with relevant code 

segments. 
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Chapter 5 - Results and Evaluation 

5.1 Results of the Translation Models 

The testing dictionary of 1500 words created as described in Section 4.1.2 was used to 

evaluate the Translation models. The performance of the models is shown in Table 5.1. 

During a translation, since the best possible results are needed, the Precision at 1 (P1) 

measure was considered. The P1 measure was calculated by finding the percentage of 

Sinhala words in the testing dictionary which gave the correct English word according 

to the testing dictionary. 

 

Table 5.1: Performance of the Translation Models 

Model P1 measure 

LT-NN 35% 

LT-GC 28.4% 

OT-NN 31.467% 

OT-IS 32.8% 

 

Since the LT-NN model has the highest P1 measure, that model will be used for 

subsequent processes of Re-ranking and user evaluation. 

5.2 Evaluation Process 

5.2.1 Query Collection 

In order to evaluate the different models, a diverse set of Sinhala queries is required. 

Hence, a Google form was created and distributed among university students.  

 

The students were asked to provide 2 queries with a length restriction of 2-5. It was also 

mentioned to avoid providing queries containing Named Entities as well as queries 

specific for a country or region. The reason for posing these restrictions are mentioned 

in Section 1.7. 
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20 queries were collected for the evaluation process and the selected queries are shown 

in Appendix C. 

 

5.2.2 Evaluation 1 - Evaluating the Performance of the Re-Ranking 

Models 

Procedure 

The focus of evaluation 1 was to determine the best ranking model from the basic model 

and the LSI based model. 

 

The 20 queries were translated using Google Translate and 50 documents were retrieved 

using the Google Search API. These are the documents obtained without any re-ranking 

process. The top document was extracted to be used for the evaluation process. Next, 

these documents were separately re-ranked using both the re-ranking models and the 

top-ranked documents were extracted. 

 

The three documents were viewed through the Google Chrome browser and translated 

to Sinhala using the Google Translate plugin for Google Chrome. Then PDF documents 

of these were obtained using the print option of Google Chrome. 

 

Three models were considered for this evaluation and the top document of these three 

models were used for the evaluation. 

 

Model 1: Model without Re-ranking 

Model 2: Model using the basic Re-ranking model 

Model 3: Model using the LSI based Re-ranking model 

 

Four separate Google Forms were created each having five queries to evaluate. These 

forms are shown in Appendix A. Each query had three documents corresponding to the 

three models where document 1 corresponds to Model 1, document 2 corresponds to 

Model 2 and document 3 corresponds to Model 3. The evaluator’s task was to read the 

three documents and rank them according to the opinion of the evaluator. Each query 

was ranked by 10 evaluators. 
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Results and Analysis 

The analysis was carried out by calculating a score for each model using eq. (1) where 

Scorerank is the Score obtained for individual ranks. Scorerank was calculated using eq. 

(2) where Countrank is the number of times the document corresponding to a model 

obtained that particular rank and Weightrank is the weight assigned to that particular rank. 

The weight assigned to Rank 1, Rank 2, Rank 3 and Rank 4 is 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively. 

         Model Score  =  ∑ Scorerank                          (1) 

 Scorerank  =  Countrank  *  Weightrank                          (2) 

 

The model which gets the lowest score will be considered as the best since most of the 

participants have given a top rank to the document corresponding to that model which 

would result in a low score. An example of a set of ranks given to documents is shown 

in Table 5.2 where Ranks given by five evaluators are included. 

 

Table 5.2: Example Set of Ranks for Documents 

Document Ranks Score 

Document 1 1, 1, 2, 1, 1 6 

Document 2 2, 2, 1, 2, 2 9 

 

 

Assume Document 1 corresponds to model A and Document 2 corresponds to model B. 

Then the score of model A would be calculated as follows. Using eq. (2), Score for Rank 

1 will be (4 * 1) and Score for Rank 2 will be (1 * 2). Using eq. (1) the final score is 

calculated as (4 * 1) + (1 * 2) which results in a value of 6. Similarly, the model B will 

obtain a score of 9. Among these two models, model A will be considered the best 

performing model since it has the lowest score compared to model B. 
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The results obtained for the four question forms are given in Appendix A. The model 

scores for each form as well as the final model scores are given in Table 5.3. 

 

Table 5.3: Results of Evaluation 1 

Model 
Form 1 

Score 

Form 2 

Score 

Form 3 

Score 

Form 4 

Score 

Final Score 

Model 1 83 82 92 81 338 

Model 2 118 114 113 116 461 

Model 3 99 104 95 103 401 

  

From Table 5.3, it can be seen that Model 1 has obtained the lowest score in each of the 

four forms and hence has the lowest final score. This shows that Model 1 performs 

consistently and is the best Model compared to the other two. Model 1 corresponds to 

the model where the query was translated using Google Translate and No Re-ranking of 

documents is performed. Hence, these results show that queries translated using Google 

Translate performs well when no re-ranking is applied. 

 

From the remaining two models which were subjected to Re-ranking, Model 3 has 

shown to perform well since it has the 2nd lowest rank and it is consistent across the four 

forms. Model 3 corresponds to the model where queries were translated using Google 

Translate and the LSI based Re-ranking model was applied. Hence, the LSI-based re-

ranking model can be determined as performing well than the basic re-ranking model.   

 

5.2.3 Evaluation 2 - Evaluating the Performance of the Overall Models 

Procedure 

The focus of Evaluation 2 is to determine the best performing overall model which once 

identified, could be used to implement the final system. This evaluation follows a similar 

procedure as Evaluation 1 but considers four models and the top document of these four 

models was used for the evaluation. 
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Since this study tries to provide a solution to the current Google Sinhala search, this is 

used as a model in this evaluation to compare the performance of other models against 

Google Search. LT-NN model showed to perform well among the other translation 

models, and hence, a model with LT-NN as the Translation Model without re-ranking is 

considered here. Since the results of evaluation 1 showed that Google Translate performs 

well without re-ranking, Google Translate Model without Re-ranking is considered a 

model in this evaluation. The LSI based re-ranking model showed to perform better than 

the basic re-rank model. So, this is combined with the LT-NN model to determine the 

performance of the LT-NN model with re-ranking. 

 

The four models used in evaluation 2 are summarized as follows. 

 

Model 1: Current Google Search 

Model 2: Google Translate Model without Re-ranking 

Model 3: LT-NN Translation Model without Re-ranking 

Model 4: LT-NN Translation Model with LSI based Re-Ranking 

 

10 queries were randomly selected from the initial list of 20 queries. Two separate 

Google Forms were created each having five queries to evaluate. These forms are shown 

in Appendix B. Each query had four documents corresponding to the four models where 

document 1 corresponds to Model 1, document 2 corresponds to Model 2, document 3 

corresponds to Model 3 and document 4 corresponds to Model 4. The evaluator’s task 

was to read the four documents and rank them according to the opinion of the evaluator. 

Each query was ranked by 10 evaluators. 

 

Results and Analysis 

A similar approach as discussed in Section 5.2.2 was taken to calculate the score of each 

model. The results obtained for the four question forms are given in Appendix B. The 

model scores for each form as well as the final model scores are given in Table 5.4. 
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Table 5.4: Results of Evaluation 2 

Model Form 1 Score Form 2 Score Final Score 

Model 1 74 85 159 

Model 2 81 86 167 

Model 3 71 78 149 

Model 4 79 84 163 

 

From Table 5.4, it can be seen that Model 3 has obtained the lowest score in each of the 

four forms and hence has the lowest final score. This shows that Model 3 performs 

consistently and is the best Model compared to the other three. Model 3 corresponds to 

the model where the query was translated using the LT-NN model and no Re-ranking of 

documents is performed. Since Model 3 has performed well than Model 4, it can be 

concluded that LT-NN performs well when no Re-ranking is applied. 

5.3 Summary 

The results and analysis of the models are given in this Chapter. It starts by showing the 

results of the Translation Models and selecting the best translation model. Next, the 

evaluation process is discussed which explains the query collection process and 

procedure, results and analysis of the two user-based evaluation process. 
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Chapter 6 - Conclusions 

6.1 Conclusions about the Research Questions (Aims and 

Objectives) 

The aim of this research was to provide a way for people who are not fluent in English 

to be able to search the web in Sinhala. This involves finding the best equivalent English 

query for a given Sinhala query. Hence, this study included checking the performance 

of various translation models in order to find the best performing model to build a system 

that could solve the problem of obtaining relevant documents when browsing the web 

in Sinhala.  

 

The translation model developed using the Linear Transformation model suggested in 

[11] with the Standard Nearest Neighbour Retrieval method performed the best when 

evaluated on a test set of 1500 Sinhala words along with their translations in English 

obtained through Google Translate. This had obtained a Precision at 1 score of 35%. 

Hence this model could be used to translate a Sinhala query, word by word to convert 

to an approximately equivalent English query which could provide the correct 

translations of the main keywords in the Sinhala query which is the vital component in 

retrieving relevant documents. Hence, this answers the first research question of “How 

to convert the Sinhala search query into the equivalent English one?”. This model is a 

basic model which has could be improved further. 

 

This model has outperformed the Linear Translation with the Globally Corrected 

Neighbour Retrieval method suggested by [39] as well as the Orthogonal 

Transformation method suggested by [12]. [39] shows that the Globally Corrected 

Neighbour Retrieval method outperforms the Standard Nearest Neighbour Retrieval 

method for English to Italian Translation while [12] shows that the Orthogonal 

Translations employing SVD outperforms both these methods for English to Italian 

Translation. The results obtained through this study do not align with these results and 

hence it can be shown that Sinhala to English Translation behaves in a different way 

compared to the English to Italian Translation. Since there has not been any study that 
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includes a Sinhala to English Translation model built employing the concept of Word 

Embeddings, the best model in this study cannot be compared to check whether it aligns 

with other studies as well.   

 

The second research question focuses on determining the effect of re-ranking the 

translated documents. Results of Evaluation 1 shows that documents obtained after re-

ranking them using an LSI based model give good results compared to the basic model 

but the documents obtained from the queries translated using Google Translate without 

applying re-ranking are shown to be the most relevant. Evaluation 2 also shows that the 

LT-NN translation model performs well without re-ranking. Hence, it can be concluded 

that the effect of re-ranking the translated documents do not show a positive impact and 

the final system should present the documents to the user in the order they are obtained 

using the Google Search API.   

6.2 Conclusions about the Research Problem 

This study focuses on determining the best method to solve the problem of browsing the 

web in Sinhala. Two user-based evaluations were conducted and the LT-NN model 

without Re-ranking performed well for a limited set of queries. But due to some 

limitations of the LT-NN model developed which will be discussed in Section 6.3, this 

model is not optimized to work in a production environment. Hence, this model should 

be optimized and also improved as described in the Future work section in order to be 

an effective model that could be used to build a working system.  

 

The word embedding model created in this study for the Sinhala language has been 

shown to perform well as discussed in Section 4. This embedding model has been used 

to create a translation model as well which performs decently which also shows the 

performance of the Sinhala word embedding model. Hence, the Sinhala word 

embedding model created here can be shown as a contribution to the research 

community which could be utilized to perform various other NLP tasks. 

 

This study has compared several translation models that perform Sinhala to English 

translation. Hence, subsequent studies can refer to this study and check whether their 
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finding matches this study or could use this as a guide for experimenting with various 

other models which could be used to train a Sinhala to English Translation model. This 

study also provides a guide on two re-ranking models that are applied to Sinhala 

documents and provides the effects of those models. 

6.3 Limitations  

The translation models created in this study takes about 30 seconds to give the output 

for a particular word. As a result, translating a query is time-consuming and not suitable 

to be implemented in a system. But these models can be optimized and hence necessary 

methods should be considered for optimizing these models. 

 

The Google Search API provides only 100 results for a particular query and allows up 

to 100 queries per day. In the evaluation process, only 50 documents were considered 

due to this query limit but considering more documents might have an impact on the re-

ranking process. The results obtained do not include the content of the documents. 

Hence, the content should be retrieved by scraping the web page using the URL but it 

would be difficult to extract the content alone since different web pages have different 

structures. This also has an impact when translating the documents back to Sinhala since 

the document to be translated would not contain the content alone but some other 

unnecessary texts as well which would affect the Re-ranking process too. 

6.4 Implications for Further Research 

The translation models created in this study performs a word by word translation when 

given a query. This procedure can be extended to handle phrase translations in order to 

obtain more accurate answers. Also, there can be words whose translations might not be 

the first result given by the translation model but it may be the second or third result. In 

such cases, an English Language model could be trained and used to identify the correct 

translation. This study has focused on two projection mechanisms as well as two 

translation retrieval mechanisms. Other available mechanisms also could be tried out to 

determine their performance. 
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A basic re-rank model and an LSI-based re-ranking model have been used in this 

research. This could be extended to employ several other re-ranking models such as 

LDA based re-ranking.   
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Appendix A: Evaluation 1 

A.1 Questionnaire 1 and Results 

Following is the Google Form that was used as Questionnaire 1. 
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Following are the results of the Questionnaire 1. 
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A.2 Questionnaire 2 and Results 

Following is the Google Form that was used as Questionnaire 2. 
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Following are the results of the Questionnaire 2. 
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A.3 Questionnaire 3 and Results 

Following is the Google Form that was used as Questionnaire 3. 
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Following are the results of the Questionnaire 3. 
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A.4 Questionnaire 4 and Results 

Following is the Google Form that was used as Questionnaire 4. 
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Following are the results of the Questionnaire 4. 
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Appendix B: Evaluation 2 

B.1 Questionnaire 1 and Results 

Following is the Google Form that was used as Questionnaire 1. 
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Following are the results of the Questionnaire 1. 
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B.2 Questionnaire 2 and Results 

Following is the Google Form that was used as Questionnaire 2. 
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Following are the results of the Questionnaire 2. 
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Appendix C: Sinhala Queries 

 

1. බර අඩු කර ගන්දන් දකද ේෙ 

2. ඔදේ කම්මැලි විට කුමක් කළ යුතුෙ 

3. ඉිංග්රීස ඉදගන ගන්දන් දකාදහාමෙ 

4. මිතුරා  ඳහා තෑගි අෙහ ේ 

5. ආතතිය  මනය කරන්දන් දකද ේෙ 

6. තෑගි එතීදම් ක්රම 

7.  ම්ුඛ පරීක්ෂණයකට ුහුණ දෙන්දන් දකද ේෙ 

8. ද ෞඛය  ම්පන්න ආහාර 

9. දලෝකදේ දහාඳම රැකියා 

10. රචනයක් ලියන ආකාරය 

11. දලෝකය දවන ේ කළ විශිෂේට පුද්ගලයන් 

12. ක්රිකට් තරඟ ප්රතිපල 

13.  මීකරණයක මූලයන් ද ායා ගන්දන් දකද ේෙ 

14. ද ෞරග්රහ මණ්ඩලය 

15. දලෝකදේ ධනවතුන් 

16. විධිමත් ලිපියක් ලියන ආකාරය 

17. අන්තර්ජාලය හරහා ුෙල් උපයන්දන් දකද ේෙ 

18. හි දක ේ වැටීම වැළැක්ීමට උපදෙ ේ 

19. දලෝකදේ දහාඳම විශේව විෙයාල 

20. මිතුදරකුට අලුත් අවුරුදු සුබ පැතුම් 
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Appendix D: Code Listings 

D.1 Code Listings of Data Pre-Processing 

import re 

 

path = '/content/drive/My Drive/Data Sets/commoncrawl.deduped.si' 

 

with open(path, 'r') as f: 

  content = f.read() 

 

input_text = re.sub(r'\([^)]*\)', '', content) 

 

sentences_strings = [] 

for line in input_text.split('\n'): 

    m = re.match(r'^(?:(?P<precolon>[^:]{,20}):)?(?P<postcolon>.*)

$', line) 

    sentences_strings.extend(sent for sent in m.groupdict()['postc

olon'].split('.') if sent) 

# store as list of lists of words 

sentences = [] 

for sent_str in sentences_strings: 

    tokens = re.sub(r"[0-9]+", " ", sent_str.lower()).split() 

    sentences.append(tokens) 

 

import re 

 

non = re.compile('[\u0D80-\u0DFF]').search 

non2 = re.compile(r'[^\u0D80-\u0DFF\u200d]').search 

 

sentence_list2 = [] 

 

for sentence in sentences: 

  word_list = [] 

   

  for word in sentence: 

    word_copy = word 

 

    for i in word: 

      if(bool(non(i))): 

        break 

      else: 

        word_copy2 = word_copy.replace(i,"",1) 

        word_copy = word_copy2 
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    word_copy3 = word_copy 

 

    for j in word_copy3[::-1]: 

      if(bool(non(j))): 

        break 

      else: 

        word_copy2 = word_copy[::-1].replace(j,"",1) 

        word_copy = word_copy2[::-1] 

 

    if(word_copy != ''): 

      if(not bool(non2(word_copy))): 

        word_list.append(word_copy) 

 

  sentence_list2.append(word_list) 

 

 

D.2 Code Listings of Training Dictionary Generation 

si_words1 = [] 

en_words1 = [] 

with open("/content/drive/My Drive/Dictionary/traindict.txt", "r")

 as f: 

  for item in f: 

    words = item.split() 

    if(len(words) == 0 or len(words) > 2): 

      pass 

    else: 

      if(words[1] in outofvocabcombined): 

        pass 

      else: 

        si_words1.append(words[0]) 

        en_words1.append(words[1].lower()) 

       

output1 = [] 

count = 0 

for a,b in zip(si_words1, en_words1): 

    output1.append((a,b))  

    count = count + 1 
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D.3 Code Listings of Document Retrieval 

resultSet = [] 

for i in range(5): 

  startIndex = i * 10 + 1 

  response = requests.get("https://www.googleapis.com/customsearch

/v1?key=AIzaSyCGDzvV_1kxkgos74hTSlkFxPhdI9k1Se4&cx=009597651223148

113194:9p08gtfdixe&q="+translatedSearchQuery+"&start="+str(startIn

dex)+"&siteSearch=www.youtube.com&siteSearchFilter=e&gl=lk") 

  results = response.json() 

  for item in results['items']: 

    resultSet.append(item) 

 

raw_documents = [] 

translated_documents = [] 

 

import time 

 

translateDocuments(resultSet[0:10]) 

time.sleep(150) 

translateDocuments(resultSet[10:20]) 

time.sleep(150) 

translateDocuments(resultSet[20:30]) 

time.sleep(150) 

translateDocuments(resultSet[30:40]) 

time.sleep(150) 

translateDocuments(resultSet[40:50]) 

 

print("Number of documents:",len(raw_documents)) 

print("Number of translated documents:",len(translated_documents)) 

 

D.4 Code Listings of Re-Ranking Models 

The following code segment depicts the basic re-rank model. 

 

tokens_all = [] 

for translated_document in translated_documents: 

  input_text = re.sub(r'\([^)]*\)', '', translated_document) 

  sentences_strings = [] 

  for line in input_text.split('\n'): 

      m = re.match(r'^(?:(?P<precolon>[^:]{,20}):)?(?P<postcolon>.

*)$', line) 
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      sentences_strings.extend(sent for sent in m.groupdict()['pos

tcolon'].split('.') if sent) 

  # store as list of lists of words 

  sentences = [] 

  for sent_str in sentences_strings: 

      tokens = re.sub(r"[0-9]+", " ", sent_str.lower()).split() 

      sentences.append(tokens) 

 

  tokens = []  

  for sentence in sentences: 

      for word in sentence: 

        tokens.append(word) 

  tokens_all.append(tokens) 

 

from nltk import FreqDist 

 

translateTokens = searchQuery.split(' ') 

 

freq_dist_list = [] 

 

total_count_list = [] 

for one_token in tokens_all: 

  total_count = 0 

  freq_dist = FreqDist(one_token) 

  for translateToken in translateTokens: 

    total_count = total_count + freq_dist[translateToken] 

  total_count_list.append(total_count) 

 

normalized_count_list = [] 

i = 0 

for count in total_count_list: 

  normalize_count = count / (len(translated_documents[i]) + 1) 

  normalized_count_list.append(normalize_count) 

  i = i + 1 

 

import numpy as np 

 

arr = np.array(normalized_count_list) 

 

re_rank = arr.argsort()[-3:][::-1] 

 

print(re_rank) 

 

for i in re_rank: 

  doc = resultSet[i] 

  print("\n" + "Title: " + doc['title'] + "\nURL: " + doc['link']) 
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The following code segment depicts the LSI based re-rank model. 

 

lsi = LSI(translated_documents, translatedSearchQuery) 

ranking = lsi.process() 

 

print(ranking) 

 

import numpy as np 

 

arr = np.array(ranking) 

 

re_rank = arr.argsort()[:3][::1] 

 

print(re_rank) 

 

for i in re_rank: 

  doc = resultSet[i] 

  print("\n" + "Title: " + doc['title'] + "\nURL: " + doc['link']) 
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